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Abstract

In this paper we present an English–Hindi
and Hindi–English neural machine trans-
lation (NMT) system, submitted to the
Translation shared Task organized at WAT
2020. We trained a multilingual NMT
system based on transformer architecture.
In this paper we show: (i) how effec-
tive pre-processing helps to improve per-
formance, (ii) how synthetic data through
back-translation from available monolin-
gual data can help in overall translation
performance, (iii) how language similar-
ity can aid more onto it. Our submis-
sions ranked 1st in both English to Hindi
and Hindi to English translation achieving
BLEU 20.80 and 29.59 respectively.

1 Introduction
Now-a-days Neural Machine Translation
(NMT) has evolved promising Machine Trans-
lation (MT) paradigm to an established
state-of-the-art technology. The SOTA MT
models are following the popular encoder-
decoder framework, which encodes the source
sentences and decodes the target sentences
with a Transformer network (Vaswani et al.,
2017). Transformer networks are trained
in a supervised manner, relying on paired
source-target datasets.

High quality translation from NMT can be
achieved by using large amounts of sentence
aligned parallel corpora and an efficient model-
ing of an NMT architecture. However, the up-
stream precess i.e., data scarcity can be a chal-
lenge for low resource language pairs. There-
fore, existing SOTA NMT architecture like
Transformer fails to produce quality transla-
tion output for low resource scenario. How-
ever, NMT systems have constantly ranked
in the top positions in WMT (Bojar et al.,

2016, 2017) and WAT (Nakazawa et al., 2016).
Given the youth of the paradigm and while the
main structure of encoder-decoder is still main-
tained. The research in NMT goes in many
directions, including subword unit (Sennrich
et al., 2016b) for translation of rare Words,
back translation (Sennrich et al., 2016a)or
transfer learning (Zoph et al., 2016) for low
resource settings and recently unsupervised
training for less or no resources (Artetxe et al.,
2018).

In this paper we describe the WIPRO-NMT
submission to the WAT 2020 translation track
(Nakazawa et al., 2020). Our WIPRO-NMT
system is inspired from the model described in
Johnson et al. (2017) and trained using trans-
former network. The system achieved best per-
formance ranking 1st in English to Hindi and
Hindi to English translation among all partic-
ipants. The paper poses the following contri-
butions:

• How effective pre-processing help to im-
prove performance.

• How synthetic data through back-
translation from available monolingual
data could help in overall translation
performance.

• How language similarity can aid more
onto it.

2 Data

For our experiments, we use the Hindi–English
and English–Hindi workshop of Asian transla-
tion (WAT) 2020 translation data. We used
a subset of the released parallel dataset, was
collected from news (Siripragada et al., 2020),
PMIndia (Haddow and Kirefu, 2020) and Indic
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Wordnet (Bhattacharyya, 2010; Kunchukut-
tan, 2020a) datasets. To augment our dataset,
we use English–Hindi parallel data released in
WMT 2014 (Bojar et al., 2014), consisting of
more than 2M parallel sentences, is available
as an additional resource. All dataset used to
train our system are detailed in Table 1.

Data Sources #sentences
IITB 1,561,840
WMT 273,885
News 156,344
PM India 56,831
Total 2,048,900
Remove duplicates 1,464,419
Cleaning∗ 961,036

Table 1: English–Hindi parallel data statistics.
∗Removing noisy mixed language sentences.

We use a subset of 5 million segments of
Hindi monolingual news crawled from approxi-
mately 32 million data. We performed similar
cleaning and pre-processing methods as we de-
scribed in case of parallel data. Five million
Hindi monolingual sentences were first back
translated to English using a Hindi-English
NMT system.

The released WMT 2014 EN-HI data and
the WAT 2020 data were noisy for our pur-
poses, so we apply methods for cleaning. We
performed the following two steps: (i) we use
the cleaning process described in Pal et al.
(2015), and (ii) we execute the Moses (Koehn
et al., 2007) corpus cleaning scripts with min-
imum and maximum number of tokens set to
1 and 100, respectively. After cleaning and
removing duplicates, we have 1M EN-HI par-
allel sentences. Next, we perform punctuation
normalization, and then we use the Moses to-
kenizer to tokenize the English side of the par-
allel corpus with ‘no-escape’ option. Finally,
we apply true-casing. We submitted a multi-
lingual system, which additionally use Hindi–
Marathi parallel data from WMT 2020 Similar
Language Task1. For tokenizaton, we use In-
dic NLP Library (Kunchukuttan, 2020b).

3 Model Architecture
Our model is based on transformer architec-
ture. The transformer architecture (Vaswani

1http://www.statmt.org/wmt20/similar.html

et al., 2017) is built solely upon such atten-
tion mechanisms completely replacing recur-
rence and convolutions. The transformer uses
positional encoding to encode the input and
output sequences, and computes both self- and
cross-attention through so-called multi-head
attentions, which are facilitated by paralleliza-
tion. We use multi-head attention to jointly at-
tend to information at different positions from
different representation subspaces.

We present a single multilingual NMT sys-
tem based on transformer architecture that
can able to translate between multiple lan-
guages. To make use of multilingual data
within a single NMT model, we perform one
simple modification to the source side on the
multilingual data, we use an additional to-
ken at the beginning of the each source sen-
tence to indicate the target language by the
NMT model would be translated. Examples
are shown in Table 2.

We train the model with all the pro-
cessed multilingual data consisting of sen-
tence aligned multiple language pairs at once,
During inference, we also need to add the
aforementioned additional token to each input
source sentence of the source data to specify
the desired target language.

4 Experiments
In the next sub-sections we describe the ex-
periments we carried out for translating from
Hindi to English and from English to Hindi for
WIPRO’s WAT 2020 shared task submission.

4.1 Experiment Setup
To handle out-of-vocabulary words and to re-
duce the vocabulary size, instead of consid-
ering words, we consider subword units (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016b) by using byte-pair encod-
ing (BPE). In the preprocessing step, instead
of learning an explicit mapping between BPEs
in the English (EN) and Hindi (HI), we define
BPE tokens by jointly processing all parallel
data. Thus, all derive a single BPE vocabulary.
We train our system using transformer archi-
tecture for NMT available in Marian NMT im-
plementation2.

We report evaluation results (evaluated by
the shared task organizers) of our approach

2https://marian-nmt.github.io/

https://marian-nmt.github.io/
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L1 → L2 Parallel Sentences
Source Target

HI→MR Raw
data देश एकल प्रयास से आगे बढ़ चुके ह। देश आता सामाईक प्रयत्न करत आहेत.
Processed
data TO_MR देश एकल प्रयास से आगे बढ़ चुके ह। देश आता सामाईक प्रयत्न करत आहेत.

HI→EN Raw
data इस एमओयू पर फरवरी, 2016 म हस् ताक्षर िकए हेत. The MoU was signed in February, 2016.

Processed
data TO_EN इस एमओयू पर फरवरी, 2016 म हस् ताक्षर िकए हेत. The MoU was signed in February, 2016.

EN→HI Raw
data The MoU was signed in February, 2016. इस एमओयू पर फरवरी, 2016 म हस् ताक्षर िकए गए थे।
Processed
data TO_HI The MoU was signed in February, 2016. इस एमओयू पर फरवरी, 2016 म हस् ताक्षर िकए गए थे।

Table 2: Multilingual Processed data, indicating TO_XX as target language:

with the released Test data. BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002) and RIBES (Isozaki et al., 2010)
are used to evaluate the performance of our
systems in the shared task.

4.2 Hyper-parameter Setup
We follow a similar hyper-parameter setup for
all reported systems. All encoders, and the
decoder, are composed of a stack of NX = 6
identical layers followed by layer normaliza-
tion. Each layer again consists of two sub-
layers and a residual connection (He et al.,
2016) around each of the two sub-layers. We
apply dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) to the
output of each sub-layer, before it is added to
the sub-layer input and normalized. Further-
more, dropout is applied to the sums of the
word embeddings and the corresponding posi-
tional encodings in both encoders as well as
the decoder stacks.

We set all dropout values in the network to
0.1. During training, we employ label smooth-
ing with value ϵls = 0.1. The output dimen-
sion produced by all sub-layers and embed-
ding layers is dmodel = 512. Each encoder and
decoder layer contains a fully connected feed-
forward network (FFN) having dimensional-
ity of dmodel = 512 for the input and output
and dimensionality of dff = 2048 for the in-
ner layers. For the scaled dot-product atten-
tion, the input consists of queries and keys of
dimension dk, and values of dimension dv. As
multi-head attention parameters, we employ
h = 8 for parallel attention layers, or heads.
For each of these we use a dimensionality of
dk = dv = dmodel/h = 64. For optimization,
we use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2015) with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98 and ϵ = 10−9.

The learning rate is varied throughout the
training process, and increasing for the first
training steps warmupsteps = 16000 and af-
terwards decreasing as described in (Vaswani
et al., 2017). All remaining hyper-parameters
are set analogously to those of the trans-
former’s base model. At training time, the
batch size is set to 25K tokens, with a max-
imum sentence length of 256 subwords, and a
vocabulary size of 32K. After each epoch, the
training data is shuffled. During decoding, we
perform beam search with a beam size of 4.
We use 32K BPE operations to train our BPE
models. We use shared embeddings in all our
experiments.

5 Results
We present the released results obtained by
our systems for Hindi–English and English to
Hindi in Table 5 in terms of BLEU and RIBES.
We apply our proposed method to train multi-
lingual models.

Table 3 shows different experiment setting
of out WIPRO NMT system. The ‘base’
model achieve 12.23 BLEU for English–Hindi
and 12.83 BLEU for Hindi–English. The ‘pre-
processed’ system includes our preprocessing
methods described in Section 2. BT (no MR)
system is similar ‘preprocessed’ system but ad-
ditionally used back translation data derived
from monolingual Hindi and English data.

Table 4 shows how BLEU is increas-
ing/decreasing based on the sentence length.
The results are quite surprising based on the
target languages. For Hindi–English length
> 20 achieve better performance, while for the
case of English–Hindi the sentence length be-
tween 10 and 20 achieves significant best per-
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Systems L1 → L2 BLEU ↑
base HI–EN 12.83
preprocessed HI–EN 17.30
BT (no MR) HI–EN 19.51
base EN–HI 12.23
preprocessed EN–HI 17.03
BT (no MR) EN–HI 19.63

Table 3: Results for Hindi to English and En-
glish to Hindi translation. BT (no MR): No back-
translation data for monolingual Marathi were
used.

formance over others.
Table 5 presents our submission results re-

leased in WAT 2020 evaluation suite. The
system ‘X1’ is using preprocessed data (see
’preprocessed’ in Table 3), however, addition-
ally, 5M back translated Hindi–English and
English–Hindi, 5M back-translated Marathi–
Hindi and 5M back-translated Hindi–Marathi
corpus. Source back-translated sentences be-
gin with an additional token indicating the
target language. Note that we use the mul-
tilingual system presented in Table 3 for back
translation.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented the WIPRO–NMT sys-
tem submitted to the Translation shared task
at WAT 2020. We presented the results ob-
tained by our system in translating from Hindi
to English and English to Hindi. Our system
ranked first among all participated teams in
terms of BLEU score. This paper also shows
How effective pre-processing, back-translation
and language similarity help in improving per-
formance.

In future work, we would like to further
explore the similarity between languages in
translating to other Indo-Aryan languages (e.g.
Bengali, Magadhi, and Nepali) and expect
that the method presented here to perform
well for other languages provided that suf-
ficient training data is available. Further-
more, we would like to apply and evaluate our
method on other language families. Finally,
we will be incorporating the translation mod-
els to CATaLog, an open-source online CAT
tool (Nayek et al., 2015; Pal et al., 2016).
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